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Holy Wells and healing springs of Rutland
By R. B. Parish

Holy wells are an unfortunately neglected aspect of local history, and only areas
of Cornwall, Wales and Scotland have been satisfactorily surveyed. This is
regrettably as their analysis could help examine a number of historical themes,
particularly the adoption of native cults by the Romans and the toleration of
paganism by the established Christian church, to the development of spas.

In approximate terms there are probably many thousands of holy wells
across the country. Although there appear to be areas or counties with high
concentrations, this is probably because the others have as yet been adequately
studied. Only three works have attempted to give a countrywide survey of sites
(Hope (1895), Bords (1985) and Rattue (1996). Rattue has undertaken a survey
of sites in adjoining Leicestershire (1993), but Trubshaw. (1990) also did much
to cover the subject in his ‘Holy Wells of Leicestershire and Rutland’, which
had only a small number of sites-in the county. The author admits that the work
should be seen as a preliminary study and thus twenty years on this work hopes
to record all the sites in the county and indeed adds a number traced through
Parish maps as place names.

Despite some attention for specific sites and counties, the holy well has
been largely ignored by the historical and archaeological establishment, leaving
the field open to antiquarians and enthusiasts. Consequently, many surveys have
been folkloric and new age in origin. This is further hindered by the fact that
very few have been professionally excavated, none in Rutland, despite some
considerable remains at Oakham, and Ashwell.

Rutland, although being the smallest county (152 Square Miles) has a
considerably large number of named wells, one well per three square miles. This
is certainly a larger ratio than nearby Leicestershire (One well per six miles
(Rattue 1994)). Those which could be safely assigned to be holy have a density
of one per ten miles. This certainly disproves the belief that holy wells are
restricted to the western Celtic counties.

Interestingly there appear to be three (possibly four) sites which are
connected to ‘otherworld’ figures (It must be stressed that these are not
necessarily springs or wells, but topography would suggest they were).

The aim of this work is then three-fold. Primarily, it is an attempt to
record all the histories, traditions and records of healing and holy wells in the
county for the first time together. Secondly to provide an update on the fabric
and condition of the sites. Thirdly to to promote interest and correspondence on
the subject.

Hence, this survey is perhaps the preliminary examination of all such
sites, and should be viewed as the basis of future indepth research. Considering
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the number of sites and the embryonic nature of the research this will be far
from a complete and exhaustive list. Furthermore it lacks in depth fieldwork
which would possibly decrease the list (as some sites may be alternative names)
or increase it! Furthermore, one must consider that errors may still affect it; for
example the confusion of wiella (stream) with wella (spring), and accepting the
interpretation of pit, pytte or putte, and sometimes hole, as spring on the basis of
other surveys.

The nature of this book, indeed all volumes, is thus to describe the sites
under the respective parishes giving historical details and present conditions
(with directions if the sites can be accessed). I have adopted Francis Jones’s
(1954) category system for wells. The main body of the text covers Class A
(saint’s names, those named after God, Trinity, Easter etc), B (associated with
chapels and churches), C (those with healing traditions which in this case
includes spas and mineral springs) and some E (miscellaneous with folklore)
sites The second part includes a list of named ancient wells with explanatory
notes (mostly Class D i.e. those named after secular persons but possibly also
holy wells and E).
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ASHWELL

The ‘Wishing’ Well (SK
874 137) is a confusing
site, clearly a structure of
some importance and
possibly the spring in
which the village is named
after, although some
authorities note that it is
derived from O.E wiella
for stream.
Furthermore, finding any
associated tradition or
history is impossible. The

name wishing well is a modern term that appears unsupported by evidence.
Some locals believe that it may have been a holy well, and a cross was once
erected over the structure. Binnall (1935) notes that ash trees are very often
associated with holy wells.
However it is included in this survey as a probable site of importance.
The spring arises in a substantial stone well house. This is made of squared
rubble with a dressed stone coping. It is like a small grotto-like covered niche
with an opening to the front with convex curved walls on each side. Above the
arched doorway an inscription reads.
“All ye who hither come to drink/Rest not your thoughts below/Look at that
sacred sign and think/Whence living waters flow”.
Small pool at base of niche within
( N.B. Treacle Holes on Langham Hills - two holes in the ground where young
boys were thrown into and beaten on and then given treacle during
perambulations of the boundary. Association with treacle may suggest that these
were healing wells as treacle was thought to be healing.

BARROWDEN

A number of significant sites are recorded in the Parish, although they may be
overlapping sites. Two holy well names are recorded. A presumed Holy well is
noted in c1275 as a field name Hallewellecros. This is probably derived from
O.E halig for ‘holy’, or haelu for ‘healthy’. This site is presumably that
described under Seaton.

In 1840 there is a St. Anne’s Well field name recorded, which is possibly
the same as holy well, noted as Saint Annes Close.
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A Robynilpit field name is recorded in c1275. This is possibly named
after Robin-a-Tiptoe, the fairy which does domestic work for farmers.

There is also a Thirspit recorded c1275 as a field name. Derived from
O.N Thor for ‘giant’ or more likely ‘rushes’. Possibly the same as above.
Neither site is recorded.

BARLEYTHORPE

In 1665 there is recorded a field name in the Parish, called Hollywell noted as
Hollywelle slades. The name may refer to ‘hollow well’ rather than derive from
O.E halig for ‘holy’. Unfortunately all evidence has been lost as to a location.

Interestingly by 1943, a Priest well is also recorded as a field name. Its
name is presumably used by the priest for baptism. The two sites could be
linked of course but local knowledge was not forthcoming.

BRAUNSTON

The name Hog Hole is recorded as a field name in 1882. The name hog hole has
been linked to possible holy wells. It is thought to be derived from O.E halig or
hael for ‘holy’ or ‘healthy’, otherwise related to swine. There is nothing
remaining at its location to suggest evidence.

An interesting piece of local ghost is associated with a pond. It is
recorded to have been haunted by a nanny. Her ghost was apparently exorcised
when it was filled in and lost in 1895.

CALDECOTT

The name Alingswell is noted in 1668 as a field name. Presumably from
surname Allen, but possibly from O.E halig for Holy?

COTTESMORE

Priest Wells is recorded as in a 1652 survey as preistwell later becoming priest
well in 1739. Presumably the site was used by the priest for baptism which
suggests a location near the church. Its location is unrecorded but as there is a
notice of a similar site in Greetham it may be possible that they are one and the
same and as such the spring on the border incorporated in a sewage plant could
be the site. The site is SK 919 145.
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EGLETON

A possible holy well is recorded in 1566, as Ann well as Anwell bryge, which
became Anwell Bridge in 1651. It is possible that it derives from the O.E arnut
for ‘pig-nut’ instead. Its location is lost.

EDITH WESTON

A Well Cross is recorded in 1337 which is presumably the ‘ad fontem de
Weston ’ of 1298, but whether it was a well with a cross or a well at a
crossroads is unclear.

EMPRINGHAM

A Thyrpyth is recorded as a field name in c.1261. It is derived from O.N Thor
or giant or Goblin’s pit. Its location is now lost.

GREATHAM

There are three possibly four sites
recorded in the parish. The first is
perhaps easily discounted despite
appearing in the Bords and Trubshaw.
This is an ornate well probably built as
an attempt by a local landowner to
improve the estate. A tablet over
structure evokes ‘Jacob’s Well’, like
the well at Ashwell but beyond this
there is no evidence of healing or
holiness! The sign on it is identical to
Ashwell as well:
“All ye who hither come to drink/Rest
not your thoughts below/Look at that
sacred sign and think/Whence living
waters flow”.
A 1652 field name records another
Priestwells. Again this was presumably
used by the priest for baptism and could
be at SK 919 145 on the border
Cottesmore.
There is also a field name recording
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Hobb’s Hole. This being derived from M.E hob for a ‘goblin’.
A probable mineral spring is recorded in the 1626 name of Salt Well

Presumably a saline spring.  It’s location is unrecorded.

GUNTHORPE

There is a Redwell recorded as a 1795 field name. This could possibly record a
chalybeate spring. It could also derive from O.E hreod, a ‘reed’, but possibly
derived from O.E rod, for ‘a quarter of an acre’ or rood as well with ‘cross’.

HAMBLEDON

Two records of possible holy wells, likely to be the same site. The field
Holywell Meadow in 1797 may be the same as a 1840 field name Holwell If so
it is presumably derived from O.E holh for ‘hollow’, but possibly same as
below.

KETTON

There is an interestingly named Money Pit recorded in 1840. It may possibly
allude to treasure or votive offerings, but there was Richard Money in 1678 in
the county.
More interesting is an unnamed spring called ‘Eyewater’ This lay in Sink Lane,
near the Methodist church which was thought good for eyes and for bathing
feet. Its water has been utilised in a pumping station.

One wonders if this is connected to Wortwell which is recorded as
Wortwell Close, Wortwell Feld and Wortwell Old Inclosure. Wort is derived
from the O.E wert meaning honey or wort meaning a healing plant.

LEIGHFIELD

In 1677 is recorded a field name called Botewell, which may derive from O.E
bot meaning ‘remedy’, therefore ‘healing spring’, but also possibly O.E butere
for ‘butter’. Hence likely  to be a holy well

LITTLE CASTERTON

In the parish was the Tolethorpe Spa (TF 020 107) which is a chalybeate
Spring. H. B. Woodward (1894) noted that the water of this disused spa comes
from the Lincolnshire Limestone. He states that:
“the site then must be in the bottom of the valley of the Gwash. The Wash is
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here crossed by a bridge, in the vicinity of which is a chalybeate spring.”
It was also noted as Spaw grounds. It may also be a converted holy well as it is
noted as ‘ad wells sike’ in the reign of Henry III.
The spring leaves a reddish stain arising in an overgrown area near the river.
There is no evidence of any structure that could be traced when I visited.
Directions: The probable chalybeate spring is located to the right of a footpath
just past the bridge on the way to Ryall

LYDDON

A Halewell is recorded in an 1612 field name. Presumably derived from O.E
halig for ‘holy’, or O.E haelu for ‘healing’. Also a helepitt field name of 1614
in the Parish, presumably the same site.

MANTON

There is a Holywell recorded as a 1749 field name as Holywell Water. Its
location has not survived. Interestingly, there is a Crosswell. Possibly a well
with cross or by a crossroads and possibly the same as above.
It is worth noting an error by Trubshaw (1990) who records an Eye George.
This is a topographical error, as the site is in Lincolnshire ( cf. Holy Wells and
Healing Springs of Lincolnshire)

MARKET OVERTON

An interesting site called Estrewell is recorded in the Parish. Presumably from
OE. east for ‘east’, but possibly O.E eowestre for ‘easter’, with water used in
Easter services, or from Anglo-Saxon goddess ‘Eostre’.

MARTINSTHORPE

Lost beneath Rutland Water in 1977 was the lost village of Martinsthorpe where
a Mineral Spring was recorded.

OAKHAM

Our Lady’s Well (SK 855 095) which is located on the north side of Burley
Road, Oakham, about a quarter of a mile east of the Odd House Inn. Rev
Thomas Cox’s New Survey of Great Britain, (1720-31) states:
“In ancient Times, before the Reformation, there was a Custom among the
devout People of this Nation, and especially of these Parts, to go on Pilgrimage
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in Honour of the blessed Virgin Mary, to a Spring in this Parish, about a Quarter
of a Mile from the Town, which is still known by the Name of our Lady’s Well,
near which we may perceive in several Places the Foundations of an House or
two remaining; but that which will confirm our Belief of such an Usage, is a
Record found in the First fruits Office, containing, among other Things these
Words, That very many Profits and Advantages belonging and appertaining to
the Vicarage of Okeham did consist in divers Inventions and Pilgrimages to the
Image of the Virgin Mary at the Well, and St. Michael the Archangel, and
diverse other Rites and Oblations, which now are quite abolished, with the
Benefits and Advantages which accrued there-from to the Vicar.”

The first mention of the site was in 1291, when in mid 1200-1300s,
indulgences could be obtained by visiting it and the church during its patronal
festival. By 1565/6, Jones (2007) states compensation was confirmed for the
loss of:

“various offerings and pilgrimages [including] the late image of Blessed
Mary at the spring.”
The site is recorded as Ladies Well in 1632, the Lady’s Well, 1691 and then
Lady Well in 1801, becoming Our Lady’s Well in the 1885 OS map.
The spring’s water was said to be good for sore eyes, only as Palmer (1985)
notes: Palmer (1985: 29) says that:
“It was still renowned for healing powers in the Victorian era, and its water was
applied to the eyes for soreness, provided that a pin had first been thrown into
the well,”

The site was even visited according to Matthews (1978) by Princess (later
Queen) Alexandra in 1881 when she stayed at Normanton Park. Apparently
there was a brick building at the site then. Now a boggy hole surrounded by
modern housing in a nature reserve managed by Leicestershire and Rutland
Wildlife Trust.

Finding the exact site is a
task despite being marked
on the OS map in an open
space. However, this open
space is nigh on
impossible to get into even
if one follows the stream.
Finally I jumped over a
fence into a new estate,
walked around the houses;
knocked on a door and a
lady said yes you mean
‘Our lady's puddle’ opened
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a padlocked side gate and showed it to me.
Cox (1994) notes the field name Helwelle in 1498. The site may be

another name for the above site. The first part of the name suggests it derived
from hæl meaning ‘omen’ or hælu meaning ‘health.

Alternatively, it may be another name for Chriswell, a lost site on the
opposite side of Burley Road to Our Lady’s Well. Its name may derive from
Christ. Whatever its origins, it was said to have been used by a Belgian refugee
in the First World War to cure his sick cow. It appears to have been a holy well
as apparently the church collected money from the well.

Directions: The Lady Well arises in a small copse beside Burley road
just before Patridge Way. However it is very overgrown at this point and is best
visited working back from the stream near the road.

RYHALL

In this parish were two wells. One was St. Tibba’s Well, named after a 7th
Century Saxon hermit, the niece of Penda of Mercia. In his diary for 1736,
Stukeley (1882–7) states that:
“the inhabitants there have still an obscure memorial of her, but have lost her
name. They call her Queen, and say she used to walk up to Tibbal’s hill, and
wash herself in a spring there. This is all they know of her. The truth is, on
Tibbal’s hill is the spring which gave name to the hill, Tibb’s-well hill. ’Tis
upon the hill going from Tolethorp to Belmsford bridge”.
Annoyingly, according to the Rutland County Surveyor both Tibbal’s Hill and
Belmsford Bridge were unknown to local people in 1971. Those researchers
note that Belmsthorpe is
probably derived from
Belmsford but again they state
no authority could be found to
verify this. Frustratingly, there
are no tithe maps for the area
and the well was never located
in 1971. Yet despite this Palmer
(1985) identifies it and using
this as guidance one can see
above a grass covered mound;
perhaps some fabric lies beneath

St Ebba (cousin of Tibba)
also has their own spring in the
settlement St Ebba’s Well. This was apparently by the ford over the river St
Ebba’s-well-ford, which has now become Stablesford, which is the name given
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to the bridge. Over time this spring itself became known as Shepherd’s Jacob's
Well.Again in 1971 the surveyors noted that:
“Extensive enquiries including County Council Surveyor and Highways Dept
revealed no knowledge of the location of this well/spring although the name St
Eabba is known in local folklore - without an authoritative source. Stablesford
bridge is unknown both locally and to the Highways Dept. Tithe maps not
available.”

SEATON

There is a 15th century record of a Holy Well which lay on the boundary of
Barrowden. This is recorded in the field-name Halywelcros, c.1275,
Hallewellescros, early 14th cent, Halywelle, 1413 and then Holywell, 1846.
The field names are found in the parishes of Seaton and Barrowden, and the
well must have been on their boundary but no spring is visible on the early OS
map. There is a field nearby called Saint Anne’s Close, c.1840 and Cox suggests
that this may have been the dedication of the well.

THISTLETON

Cox (1994) notes that there is a record of a Roman Well in 1942 suggesting an
archaeological discovery rather than a folk survival. Field name cf Drywell head
and Parker’s Well head.

WHITWELL

The titular spring the White well (SK 924 087)
is first recorded in the Domesday book in 1086
as Witeuuelle. Whilst not noted as a holy well,
it does rise beneath the church and was at once
to be associated with a chapel. Furthermore the
water used for baptism. A parish conduit may
have fed from this supply is found in the
village by the road and this may have been fed
by the spring originally.

Directions: The Parish conduit is easily found beside the main road passing
through the village.
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Inventory of ancient named wells

Envoi
One must apologise, that, as this survey is the first of its kind, there may be gaps
in knowledge. As noted, Rutland is very poorly recorded in this area of local
and religious history, there are bound to be errors that the reader may be able to
correct.

Even within recent years, interesting sites have been lost through
development. This is a shame as they have not been fully documented and may
have yielded interesting information to provide a better record of, not just water
veneration in the county, but elsewhere. Hence, the author welcomes any
information regarding these sites and others so that a full and comprehensive
survey on this fascinating subject can be made.

Furthermore, during my research, I encountered a number of named wells
in the county, which although not deemed holy should be recorded. It is also
worth noting the paucity compared to other counties, as there are few in Rutland
it appears. Interestingly there appears to be a large number of sites simply called
wellhead in the county:

BARROWDEN: Goswell. c1275. Field name. Derived from O.E gos for
‘geese’.
BEAUMONT: Cat Well. Field name. Presumably from cats but possibly from
St. Catherine.
BELTON: Cawdwell 1619. Field name. Probably derived from O.E ceals, or
O.E (Anglian dialect) cald for ‘cold spring’
BRAUNSTON: Leasewell. 1840. Field name. Probably derived from O.E laes
for ‘enclosure’.
CALDECOTT: Moorewell. 1668. Field name. From O.E mer for ‘pond’
Stock Well. 1668. Noted as Stokewell hill furlong. Field name. Probably from
O.E stocc, ‘where tree stumps are left standing’, or ‘staked around site’, but
possibly where cattle were watered, or alternatively from O.E stoc for ‘sacred
place’.
CLIPSHAM: Bidwell 1840. Field name. Presumably derived from O.E byde
for ‘hollow or depression.’
EGLETON: Cawdwell. 1651. Field name. Probably derived from O.E ceals, or
O.E (Anglian dialect) cald for ‘cold spring’
EDITH WESTON: Sweete Well. 1840. Field name. Presumably a
complimentary name for the sweetness of its water.
Sudwell. 1676. Field name for O.E sud for ‘southern’ well
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EMPRINGHAM: Shacklewell 1698. Field name. Derived from O.E sceacol,
as ‘place where animals were shackled’, but more likely named after shackle,
‘quaking grass’. Significantly it arises on the south-eastern boundary of the
Parish.
Fullwell. 1698. Field name. Presumably referring to its copious supply or O.E
for ‘foul’ waters.
Gunwell. Field name. Possibly from Scan pers name Gunni as in Gunthorpe
EXTON: Hawkswell. Ornate cupola structure outside the school.
HAMBLEDON: Duke’s Well. 1729. Sited up stone steps. Derived from
personal name.
KETTON: Carwell. 1768. Field name. Presumably from O.E kjarr for
‘boggy’.
LITTLE CASTERTON: Bucwell/ buckwell. 12th Century. Derived from
O.E boc for ‘birch tree’
LYDDINGTON: Fleewell. 1772. Field name. Derived from O.E fleoge for
‘forester’.
Cumbwell 1348 Field name. As Cioumbewellgatre. Presumably from O.E
cumb for a narrow valley, or derived from cover, as land was owned by the
Bishop of Lincoln.
Toftwell. 1943. Derived from ON topt for ‘site of a building’, ( suggesting well
house? ) or relates to hilly topography.
MORCUTT: Ashwells 1602. Field name. Noted as Ashwell Pit. Ash is often
associated with holy wells
OAKHAM: Coles Well. 1626. Field name. Possibly from Thomas Cole (1266)
but c.f O.E ceals, or O.E (Anglian dialect) cald for ‘cold spring’
Burley Well. 1698. Field name. Presumably from the place name.
Cresswell. 1626. Field name. Presumably RLHS’s (1982) Chrisswell. The name
is probably from O.E kers for ‘cress’, rather than from Christ.
PICKWORTH: Newell. 1710. Field name. Presumably from O.E niwe for
‘new’.
SEATON: Caldwell. C15th. Field name. Probably derived from O.E ceals, or
O.E (Anglian dialect) cald for ‘cold spring’
Byrtwell C15th. Field name. Significantly on boundary. Name possibly derives
from O.E burtre for ‘elder trees’ at boundary
STRETTON: Broadwell. 1830. Field name.
THISTLETON: Roman Well. 1942. Field name cf Drywell head and Parker’s
Well head.
NORMANTON: Southwell. 1650 Field name. South of the village.
TINWELL: Tyni Well. 1086 Noted as Tedinuuelle. Personal name, but also
from O.E tin for ‘holly’.
UPPINGHAM: Jagwell 1688. Field name. O.E ceacga for ‘rushes’.
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Soap Spring 1763. Field name. Presumably derived from the fact that the
water was good for washing.
WARDLEY: Blackwell. 1638. Field name. Probably derived from O.E blaec,
for ‘black’ or ‘bleak’, presumably describing its water or lack of goodness.
WING: Butterwell. Field name. Possibly that name derives from either the
colour of the water, or its use for butter making being derived from O.E butere.
Possibly from O.E bot for ‘remedy’.
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